
LIVE YOUR BEST EXPERIENCE

USHUAIA - ARGENTINA

The city of Ushuaia is located in Tierra del Fuego – Patagonia - Argentina. 
In this city, nature is around the corner. The mountains of the Andes surround it and the Beagle
Channel
kiss your feet. Ushuaia is known as one of the last city in the world and the gateway to
Antarctica.
"We invite you to know the charms of the place. Accompanied by our team professionals in
tourism. We know the End of the World and we want you to enjoy it as if it were your home
and have the best and unforgettable memories of your life.

OUR SERVICES
ORGANIZED EXCURSIONS.
TRANSFERS.
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE.



TRANSFERS IN USHUAIA

Excursion Austral  and Balcones del Beagle offers transfer services from the airport/
bus terminal / naval port/hotel or apartments in the city. The cars and vans are new models and 
are equipped with air conditioner and heating. Our service is personalized, in the mode of 
regular or private transfer; the rates are expressed per person and for a minimum of two 
passengers can be hired. Please note that once the reservation is made and confirmed, any 
modification and/or increase in the number of passengers must be notified 48 hours before.

TRANSFER IN from the Airport to the Hotel or Dept.
TRANSFER OUT from the Hotel or Dept. to the airport.
TRANSFER from the Hotel or Dept. to the Tourist Port.
TRANSFER from the Tourist Port to the Hotel or Dept.
TRANSFER to Cerro Castor. Round trip.

First Way of 8 / 8:30 am.
Second Way of 10 / 10:30 am.  DAILY DEPARTURES
First Return 3:30 pm
Second Return 5:30 pm.

What happens once you arrive? Upon arrival at the airport a representative will be waiting for
you with a sign with your name. Remember that the wait is up to one hour from the arrival of
the flight. Do not leave the terminal until contacting an operator, otherwise, the provider will not be
responsible for the transfer.



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Tierra del Fuego National Park

Days: Monday -
Wednesday - Friday and
Saturday. 
Length: 4 - 5 hs. 
Departure: 9 am. 
Difficulty: easy

INCLUDE: BILINGUAL

GUIDE (SPANISH -

ENGLISH) - ROUND TRIP

FROM HOTEL OR

APARTMENT TO THE

SEAPORT.

NOT INCLUDE: TRAIN

TICKET - NATIONAL PARK

TICKET.

Visit National Park: Tierra del Fuego, is one of the activities that you
can’t miss during your stay in Ushuaia. This nature reserve is 12 km
from Ushuaia. Our journey starts when our guide looks for each
passenger in their hotel or apartment.
The first stop is in End of the World Train, there you can take it
or you can continue with our guide. The trip in the Train lasts less
than an hour, there you will know more about the prisoners that
have been in Ushuaia.
We will visit a lake called Roca or Acigami, it’s a glacial lake between
Argentina and Chile, where we’ll make short trekking, going along the
edge of the lake and Rio Lapataia. There we are going to stop for
a coffee and for you to go to the bathroom.
The last place we are going to visit is the road to Bahía Lapataia,
where route number 3 ends. This is the southern place in the world,
we will enjoy the feeling of being at the End of the World.

USD 42



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

End of the World Train

Days: Monday - Wednesday
- Friday and Saturday.
Length: 1 hour
Departure: 10 am.

INCLUDE: TRAIN TICKET.

NOT INCLUDE:

NATIONAL PARK

TICKET.

This outing is supplementary to the National Park
excursion. The End of the World Train invites you
to relive the last 7 km. of the old convicts train
history, which left from the prison located in the city
of Ushuaia towards the slopes of Mount Susana in
order to obtain different materials for construction.
On board the train you will hear the story and you
will be delighted with the magnificent landscapes,
composed by the zigzagging Pipo River, Macarena
cascade, tree cemetery and the beautiful forest,
travelling through part of the inaccessible Tierra del
Fuego National Park, on board a historic railway with
its steam locomotives and elegant large window
carriages.

USD 43



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRA.COM

National Park + Trekking + Picnic

INCLUDE: ROUND TRIP

FROM HOTEL OR

APARTMENT, BILINGUAL

GUIDE (SPANISH -

ENGLISH) - LUNCH WITH

DRINKS - 

NOT INCLUDE:

NATIONAL PARK

TICKET.

Visit National Park: Tierra del Fuego, is one of the activities that
you can’t miss during your stay in Ushuaia. Our journey starts
when our guide looks for each passenger in their hotel or
apartment. The first stop is in Tren del Fin del Mundo, there
you can take it or you can continue with our guide. The trip in
the Train lasts less than an hour, there you will know more
about the prisoners that have been in Ushuaia.
We will visit a lake called Roca or Acigami, it’s a glacial lake
between Argentina and Chile, where we’ll make short trekking,
going along the edge of the lake and Rio Lapataia. There we
are going to stop for a coffee and for you to go to the
bathroom. The last place we are going to visit is the road to
Bahía Lapataia, where route number 3 ends. This is the
southern place in the world, we will enjoy the feeling of being
at the End of the World. While we are in the National Park
we are going to enjoy a filling lunch.

Available since October
to Marcha. 
Length: 6 hours
 Difficulty: easy

USD 80



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIÓNAUSTRAL.COM

Escondido and Fagnano Lake

INCLUDE: TRANSFER

IN/OUT - BILINGUAL

GUIDE

NOT INCLUDE: LUNCH

PLACES OF INTEREST:

CARBAJAL VALLEY, 

FAGNANO LAKE, 

ESCONDIDO LAKE, LA

CARMEN RANCH

Discover the magnificent nature out the city, glacial lakes
surrounded by mountains cover with snow and sub
antarctic forest. The first stop will be Carbajal Valley
where we will see the magnificient landscape and where
you can take beautiful photos. 
Along the National Route No. 3, crossing the imposing
mountain range of the Fuegian Andes, at a height of
430mt above sea level, we will visit Escondido Lake from
the Paso Garibaldi viewpoint.
The next place to visit will be Lake Fagnano or Khami
(in native language) next to the historic La Carmen
ranch.
This lake is one of the largest lakes in Argentina,
known for its ideal conditions for trout fishing.

Always available
Lenght:4  hs.
Difficulty: easy

USD $71



SUMMER 2019-2020 WWW.EXCURSIÓNAUSTRAL.COM

Escondido and Fagnano Lakes +
Lunch

INCLUDE: TRANSFER

IN/OUT- BILINGUAL GUIDE

-LUNCH(LAMB-CHICKEN-

FISH -SALAD)

NOT INCLUDE: DRINKS

Enjoy the trip to the Escondido and Fagnano
lakes, get to know the historic La Carmen
ranch and have a delicious Patagonian lamb at
the stake with dessert and coffee.

Other menus are available for vegetarians.

Always available.
Lenght: 5  hs.
Difficulty: easy.

PLACES OF INTEREST:

CARBAJAL VALLEY, 

FAGNANO LAKE, 

ESCONDIDO LAKE, LA

CARMEN RANCH

$3500



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Escondido and Fagnano Lakes +
Sunset + Picnic

INCLUDE: TRANSFER IN /PUT -

BILINGUAL GUIDE- HORSE RIDE

- PICNIC: CHEESE, OLIVES,

PEANUT, DRINKS: WINE,

MINERAL WATER,

REFRESHMENTS- VEGETARIAN

MENU WITH RESERVATION.

Discover the beauty of the lakes between forests and
mountains in the afternoon. Experience the lifestyle at
the historic Estancia del Carmen. There we will have
the possibility to take a horse ride for 40 minutes.
After the activities, we will enjoy the flavours of a
typical Argentinian.

This excursion is suitable for small groups and
afternoon outings.

Available from October
to March.
Lenght: 6  hs.
Difficulty: easy.

PLACES OF INTEREST:

CARBAJAL VALLEY, 

FAGNANO LAKE, 

ESCONDIDO LAKE, LA

CARMEN RANCH.

USD 83



SUMMER  2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

City Tour: Double Decker

NOT INCLUDE: TRANSFER

FROM HOTEL TO

DEPARTURE PLACE -

MUSEUM TICKETS

With 360 degrees of panoramic vision and two double
floors,you will hear stories and anecdotes from the End
of the World, Feeling part of the environment. Touring
the most emblematic places in the city you will feel
travelling in "a time machine".
During the tour, you will enjoy panoramic stops to take
pictures.

Departures every day. Three daily frequencies

Always available. 
Lenght: 1  hs.
Difficulty: easy.

USD $12



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Navegation: Beagle Channel

INCLUDE: BILINGUAL

GUIDE

NOT INCLUDE:

TRANSFER FROM HOTEL

TO SEAPORT - SEAPORT

TICKET

Sailing the Beagle Channel is another
unforgettable experience, there you’ll see sea
lions, king shags and imperial shags. Also we’ll
be very close to a small island where you can
view Les Eclaireurs Lighthouse, an authentic
symbol of Ushuaia, built in 1919.
The catamaran is very comfortable, you have
tables and chairs where you can relax and
enjoy the beautiful panoramic view. The guide
will tell you about the history and how the
channel connect both Oceans.

Always available.
Lenght: 2:30  hs.
Difficulty: easy.

USD $56



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Navegation: Beagle Channel +
Penguin Island

INCLUDE: BILINGUAL

GUIDE.

NOT INCLUDE:

TRANSFER FROM HOTEL

TO SEAPORT - SEAPORT

TCKET

Discover the islands with sea birds, sea lions,
the lighthouse and reach the island where the
adorable penguin nest.

The sighting is from the top of the catamaran.
Do not descend from the boat to the island.

Available from October
to March.
Lenght: 4  hs.
Difificulty: none

USD $50



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Trekking Laguna Esmeralda

INCLUYE: BILINGUAL GUIDE

- TRANSFER IN/OUT - BOX

LUNCH (SANDWICH-FRUIT-

WATER)

NOT INCLUDE: GLOVES,

SHOES AND TREKKING

STICKS.

Departure from hotel by bus, we take the National Route Nº3
and drive northeast, towards Tierra Mayor Valley.Once 20 km
(12.5 miles) from Ushuaia, our walk begins along the forest,
crossing rivers and peat bogs and, after a 4.5 km trek (2.8
miles), we get to the Esmeralda Lagoon (450 m a.s.l.); a point
to behold the beauty and majestic of nature.
Laguna Esmeralda (Emerald Lagoon) is located at the Tierra
Mayor Valley, at the base of the Ojo de Albino Glacier. Its
waters are emerald green, in marked contrast with the
reddish hues of its surrounding peat bogs. 
Once we are there, we’ll give you a box lunch. While the
journey doesn’t involve going up steep slopes, a minimum
physical fitness is required, we don’t recommend this for
children under 14 years old.

Always available.
Lenght: 6  hs.
Difficulty: medium.

$2970



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Trekking Glaciar Vinciguerra

INCLUDE: BILINGUAL

GUIDE - BOX LUNCH

(MINERAL WATER,FRUIT,

SANDWICH)

RECOMMENDATIONS:

SUNGLASSES, CAP, JACKET

WATERPROOF,

WATERPROOF TREKKING

SHOES,

SUNBLOCK, TREKKING

POLES, BACKPACK.

The trek begins about 7 km from Ushuaia in the
valley of Andorra Along the path there is a peat area
and a subantarctic forest that ascends until it reaches
the limit of the mountain vegetation. We will continue
visiting the mountain vegetation. We will continue visiting
the icebergs lagoon until you reach the glacier where
we will see the ice caves and stop for lunch
before taking the descent. The Vinciguerra glacier is
part of the wetland system of the world's most
important south, so it has listed as a Ramsar site.

Available from October
to March.
Lenght: 8  hs.
Difficulty: high

$3500



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Overflight in Ushuaia

NOT INCLUDE:

TRANSFER FROM HOTEL

TO AEROCLUB

The flight begins at the old airport in the city of
Ushuaia where you will be received by a professional pilot who
will provide all flight and safety information. After takeoff, it
rises to an average altitude of ,500 feet, which is approximately
450 meters. Custom that we ascend we cross the bay of
Ushuaia towards Playa Long Once there, we start an
unforgettable overflight over the entire city of Ushuaia, starting
with the industrial area, passing through the city centre, the
port, the sector hotel, the impressive glacier Le Martial, the
sector residential located to the west and finally mount Susana.
After the overflight of the city, we will pass through the Bay
of Golondrina and, with a privileged view of the Airport Ushuaia
International, we will begin the descent for the landing.

Lenght: 15 minutes.

USD $87



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Overflight in Ushuaia +
Surroundings

NOT INCLUDE:

TRANSFER FROM HOTEL

TO AEROLCUB

In this first stage, you will see the most prominent buildings
from the city, the Andes Mountains and the famous Le glacier
Martial. Then you reach the sector of the National Park of
Tierra del Fuego. The main points of interest of this
reservation are: Ensenada Bay, Lapataia Bay, Round Island, Isla
Estorbo, Roca lake, Laguna Negra and Laguna Verde. We will
fly to the international border with Chile to the west, where
you will see the Yendegaia Bay with its impressive glacier.
A 180º turn is made to fly over the Beagle Channel. You can
see the imposing Chilean island Hoste, the Murray Channel, the
Navarino Island, Port of Navarino. The islets of the Bridges
Islands, contemplating the International Airport. The Falkland
Islands and, most importantly, the enigmatic and lonely Les
Eclaireurs lighthouse. Already in the final stage of our flight,
the Estancia Tunnel fly over as we return to Ushuaia Bay,
where We fly over the city in descent for landing.

Lenght: 30 minutes.

USD: $143



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Puerto Almanza + Pinguinera
+Lunch

INCLUDES: TRANSFER GO AND

RETURN TO PUERTO ALMANZA,

BILINGUE TOURIST GUIDE

(SPANISH-ENGLISH). NAVIGATION

TO ISLAND

HAMMER AND ISLAND OF

WOLVES. LAYER OF RAIN. LUNCH:

TRAY OF 4 FISH VARIETIES WITH

RUSTIC POTATOES + 1 DRINK

WITHOUT ALCOHOL - VEGETARIAN

MENU: MIX OF VEGETABLES + 1

DRINK WITHOUT ALCOHOL.

DESSERT AND COFFEE.

Puerto Almanza, the town that is 75km from the city of
Ushuaia will be the destination we will go to spend a day
observing marine fauna and local cuisine. Early in the
morning, we will depart in an East direction on National
Route No. 3 travelling 35km. until reaching the provincial
Route "J". Once in Puerto Almanza, we will embark on a
modern semi-rigid for an hour and a half to navigate the
Beagle Channel towards Isla de Lobos marinos and Isla
Martillo, where we will see Magellanic penguins and
Papuans. After the navigation, we will delight you with an
exquisite lunch prepared by our hosts. After lunch, we
can relax in the vegetation before embarking on the
return to the city, with the full joy of having lived an
experience destined to get involved with the local fauna
and gastronomy.

Departures: Tuesday -
Thursday and Friday.
Lenght: 7 hs.

USD $131



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Puerto Almanza + Pinguinera 

INCLUDES: IDA TRANSFER

AND RETURN TO PUERTO

ALMANZA - BILINGUAL

TOURIST GUIDE (SPANISH-

ENGLISH). NAVIGATION TO

MARTILLO ISLAND AND

LOBOS ISLAND. LAYER OF

RAIN.

Puerto Almanza, the town that is 75km from the city of
Ushuaia will be the destination we will go to spend a day
observing marine fauna and local cuisine. Early in the
morning, we will depart in an East direction on National
Route No. 3 travelling 35km. until reaching the provincial
Route "J".
Once in Puerto Almanza, we will embark on a modern
semi-rigid for an hour and a half to navigate the Beagle
Channel towards Isla de Lobos marinos and Isla Martillo,
where we will see Magellanic penguins and Papuans.
After the navigation, we will have free time to relax in
the vegetation and have lunch (optional) before embarking
on the return to the city, with the full joy of having lived
an experience destined to get involved with the local fauna
and gastronomy.

Departures: Tuesday -
Thursday and Friday. 
Lenght: 7 hs.

NOT INCLUDE: LUNCH

USD $114



SUMMER 2019/2020 WWW.EXCURSIONAUSTRAL.COM

Transfers to Puerto Almanza

REGULAR TRANSFER

SERVICE POINT TO POINT IN

SPRINTERS MERCEDES BENZ

- 

Puerto Almanza is a dream place for lovers of freedom,
inhospitable places and pristine nature. Walk in the
surroundings surrounded by forest, spend the day walking
through this picturesque little town, try the incredible
gastronomic offer, trekking towards Lashifasaj Waterfall.
We take you to the last corner of the Island.

Departures: Tuesday -
Thursday - Friday 
Lenght: 7 hs.

USD $59






